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This collection of studies was designed as a tribute to one of the outstanding British figures in French studies in the post-war period, an incisive critic with the courage of his conclusions, a teacher who could inspire and a man (not for him the political correctness of being called a person!) who frankly relished the best that life offered and who, like Arnold Bennett's Dendry, identified himself with the great cause of cheering us all up. Fortunately Philip Thody had time to savour this rich symposium; now that death has denied him the long retirement he deserved, Making Connections stands as a fitting memorial.

The range of these eighteen 'essays in French culture and thought' that James Dolamore has edited is aptly and impressively wide. Robert Gibson sets the tone when sketching with splendid breadth and confident eclecticism the images that the French...
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My hypothesis is that a comparative study of the concept of civil society in different languages can provide new insights into the political cultures of the respective countries. The reason lies in the close relationship of the notion to the conceptions of the state, society, democracy, public sphere, and more concretely, voluntary associations. This problem is relevant here, because, first, a parallel exists between the institutional adoption and the adoption of the concept of civil society in the sense 4. If something looks like social injustice, everyone will join protests/social movements, even if they are not directly concerned. There are quite a lot of street demonstrations going on in France all the time, which can be quite confusing to understand the claims of everyone, but it allowed the condition of working class to remain pretty decent and allowed them not to be entrapped in debt. Depth of thinking. The French are never happy. In the contemporary world that is ever more globalised, I have trouble to identify what is specific about French culture and French language. Food and wine culture? Sure, but the most numerous European franchises of MacDonald are in France. Speech and writing? Making Connections: Essays in French Culture and Society in Honour of Philip Thody by James Dolamore (pp. 847-848). Review by: Christopher Smith. DOI: 10.2307/3736809. Queering the Canon: Defying Sights in German Literature and Culture by Christoph Lorey, John L. Plews. Queering the Canon: Defying Sights in German Literature and Culture by Christoph Lorey, John L. Plews (p. 903). Review by: Osman Durrani. DOI: 10.2307/3736850.